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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your client has material that varies in size, weight, and
container type. It wants to have flexibility in creating
locators based upon receipt of goods. Which Locator Control
type would accommodate this requirement?

A. None
B. Dynamic Entry
C. Prespecified
D. Item Level
E. Subinventory Level
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
What type of node commits transactions &amp; keeps the data in
sync across the ledger?
A. Peer
B. Client
C. Committed
D. Endorsed
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Peer nodes commits Transaction &amp; keeps the data in sync
across the ledger. They are nodes that maintain the state and
copy of a shared ledger. Peers are authenticated by
certificates issued by MSP. In Hyperledger Fabric, there are
three types of peer nodes depending upon the assigned roles.

NEW QUESTION: 3
If you choose to erase security settings to set them back to
default, which three passwords will you be
prompted to change? (Choose three.)
A. Administrator Password
B. Voicemail Pro Password
C. System Password
D. Security Password
E. User Password
Answer: A,C,D
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